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Introduction

• At 70, the United Nations (UN) is the symbol and core of global governance with wider array of concerns in the responsibility to protect

✓ To transform the UN from Multilateralism 1.0 to 2.0 via the Bakarean World view

✓ The transformation of the International System into the built Intercontinental System.

By Article 4/chapter8
• By amending article IV and Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, the Open World Order of arrangement is unleashed on the United Nations System

• Allow voting rights, sovereignty and hegemony for Regional Organizations

Two Research Questions
Two fundamental research questions are

☑ In what ways does the pursuit of equality among people, nations and civilizations guarantee security and justice in global governance?

☑ What type of governmental system can better protect mankind and rapidly respond to disasters at global, transnational and regional level?
• The Bakarean World view

✓ Civilization as a complex webbed form of human diversity.

✓ The entity civilization as a common value measurement that is global, desired, broad, and borderless, or distributed

✓ The networking of different civilizations consist of both global identities and exchangeable values

The Tetrad
The Tetrad on Digital (Web 2.0) Media

✓ What does the medium extend?
✓ What does it make obsolete?
✓ What has the medium retrieved?
✓ What does the technology reverse into if it is over-extended?
Research Design and Illustrations

Ecologically Interconnected

Digitally Interconnected
Research Design and Illustrations Contd.

The effect of Digital Media Revolution on Social, Economic, Political and Environmental Space.
The causal phenomenon of Open globalization for Intercontinental Governance Innovations
The Bakarean World via Tetrad on Web 2.0 Technology
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Theoretical Frameworks

The Open World System, Bakarean World System & Political economy, and Technological Determinism

World Wide Web (World Star Pentagon)
Definitions

- **Open World Order** is a multi-regional and multi-polar world arrangement for starting-up the integrating process of different civilizations, and a world government.

- **Multilateralism 2.0** is a flexible, dynamic, complex and open collective and cooperative action by Regional Organizations involving non-state actors or civil society actors to deal with common human problems and challenges in a multi-regional and multi-polar space relations.

- **Open globalization** is the interconnection of cultural systems of different civilizations within the context of Multilateralism 2.0 towards a borderless and universal social formation.

Multilateralism 2.0 Vision
The Multilateralism 2.0 Vision

The Web 2.0 Metaphor
The Bakarean World in Global Governance

Network Thinking and Practice

WORLD STAR-PENTAGON MODEL
The Built Intercontinental System
The Global Keys

- AU = African Union Group
- ISU/ IU = Islamic Union Group
- AMU = American Union Group
- EU = European Union Group
- ASU = Asian Union Group
- GU = Global Union (The future UN)
- * = Containing States with geopolitical freedom of movement across borderless Regional Organizations (Union Groups) that are equal to or greater than World Region by geography, and become dynamically intercontinental by spread.
- Diplomatic Channels or Routes

Future of GG Innovation/ Pursuit of UWO
The Future of Global Governance Innovations

- The continued pursuit of a Unified World Order.

- Intercontinental Relations; Intercontinental Law, Politics, Trade, Economic Relations and Development

- The behaviors of Regional Organizations (like the BRICS, AU, OIC, ASEAN, Arab League, NAFTA, EU countries, G8, G20 and others) and States become predictory.


Imagine a world w/out boarders
Conclusion

Multilateralism 2.0 vision equals the Bakarean World view

- Multilateralism 2.0
- Bakarean World
- Web 2.0 Metaphor
• Imagine a world without borders and no distance apart in order to resolve global, transnational and regional problems.

Multilateralism 2.0 is akin to a bicycle
Question and Answer
Thank you